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Fully integrated ads  
across every consumer  

touchpoint

Microsoft Advertising Channel Partner of the Year | Google Premier Partner 2022

4x
the industry

CTR

Video

Paid Search
Social

Display

A digital solution unlike any other.

Apollo Ads advertises 100% of your inventory and your service department across every digital medium 

with compliant prices, payments and incentives. It automatically creates, updates and manages ads on 

Google, Bing, Facebook and YouTube, and fully integrates with Apollo Sites, ensuring all your digital ads 

match your website 24/7/365. Every digital ad or video will match your VDP’s 100% of the time. Apollo Ads 

exceeds the standards of the Google and Facebook Guidebooks.
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The Benefits

Intelligent Integration
Apollo Ads and Apollo Sites are fueled by the same technology, 
Apollo, ensuring your website and digital ads provide 
consistent offers, messaging and creative 100% of the time. 

Inventory
Apollo writes every sales and service ad automatically with 
relevant content based on keyword intent, your current 
inventory and offers, creating data-rich ads for every vehicle 
you sell. Every ad is updated daily to reflect your current 
inventory. 
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The Benefits

Payments
Every ad includes to-the-penny lease and finance 
payments on your entire inventory. All payments 
reflect current dealer and OEM incentives, 
rebates and preferred dealer pricing, and include 
the fine details like vehicle features, the number 
you have in stock, and more. 

Direct API
Apollo Ads has a direct API to Google, Bing, Facebook and 
YouTube, providing automatic updates across every digital 
medium. With Apollo Ads, you can be less reliant on 3rd parties 
to advertise your inventory because we do it for you.

Advid
Advid automates the entire video advertising process from 
creation to distribution to management. It creates payment-
based video ads for every new and pre-owned vehicle you 
sell, reflective of incentives and pricing, and automatically 
uploads the videos to YouTube on a continuous basis. Advid 
is fully integrated with Apollo Ads, boosting performance and 
ensuring consistency across every digital touchpoint.
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Inventory Manager
Daily Inventory Sync

Offer Manager
Instant Payment Calculator

OEM Rebate & Incentive Integration

Stackable Rebates
Taxes & Fees
Disclaimer Generator
Legal & Compliant Offers

| Package Pricing

TECHNOLOGY FEATURES
Included with all Digital products

Ad Manager
Automated Ad Creation
Data-Driven Ad Copy
Unlimited VIN-Based Payment Ads
Multi-Variant Ads & Extensions
Automated Bid & Budget Management
Automated Daily Updates
OEM Event Integration
Market-Driven Creative
Google Analytics Integration
OfferMatch VDP

(Finance, Lease, Cash)

(Google, Bing, Facebook, YouTube, Email, Mail)

(National & Regional)

(+ Vehicle Listing Ads) 

Ad Sync
Multi-Channel Marketing API 

Automated Sync

Dynamic Landing Page Platform
CRM Integration

Search - New

Search - Pre-Owned

$1,595 $1,000 $500 $500
SEARCH

Automated Pre-Roll Video
(Advid)

VIDEO

Social - New

Social - Pre-Owned

SOCIAL

Display - New

Display - Pre-Owned

DISPLAY

ADVERTISING PACKAGES
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Confidential & proprietary.


